Letter from the Dean

Salutations and congratulations!

Graduation and commencement. Our shared language underscores that the step you are taking is toward the future, not an end but a beginning; our graduation ritual of “walking” highlights the fact that you are now on a new journey in a new world. Yet Faulkner famously suggests that “the past is never dead. It’s not even past,” and another great teacher observed about our companions and the things we read, say, write, and do together, that “nothing is ever lost.”

That teacher, R.J. Kaufmann, believed that to understand a person in midlife, you need to know what they were doing and what was going on in the world when they were between the ages of 18 and 24. Looking forward to the person you are becoming, I invite you to consider what you have been doing over the last four or five years, and your answer cannot be, “getting my degree”!

Instead, putting aside those audited and approved transcripts, take stock of those moments that you will remember and savor in a decade or two. Doing “Dinner with a Prof” and finding out that they’re human, too; looking out from the battlements of a Spanish castle; scuba diving in the Galapagos archipelago; breaking through to that epiphany for a Human Sit paper; taking your first oral exam and killing it (or vowing to kill it next time!); discovering your inner Bleacher Creature; presenting your poster at Undergraduate Research Day; making the transition from mentee to mentor; speaking with an eloquence you didn’t know you had when meeting a famous author or foreign ambassador in the Honors Commons.

Often at the end of a graduation banquet, I’ll quote the desideratum from one of Flannery O’Connor’s favorite prayers: “May we not be as strangers in the province of joy.” I hope that over the past four or five years you have not been a stranger to joy and will not be a stranger to us in the years to come, that your honors education has prepared you for deep satisfactions in your professional lives, and beyond your professional lives.

This week we are commencing, so let us begin. And let us continue.

Warm regards,

William Monroe
University of Houston
The Honors College

Convocation
Thursday, May 14, 2015, 6:30 p.m.
The Houstonian Hotel, Club, & Spa

RECEPTION  Foyer of the Grande Ballroom
WELCOME    William Monroe
ARETÉ AWARDS  Brenda Rhoden
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PRESENTATION OF THE GRADUATES  William Monroe
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                                        Christine LeVeaux-Haley
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                                        Karen Weber
CLOSING REMARKS  William Monroe
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University Honors with Honors in Major

Students who complete The Honors College curriculum (36 hours) and complete a senior honors thesis graduate with University Honors with Honors in Major, the highest distinction that an undergraduate can earn at the University of Houston. The thesis title follows each graduate’s name.

Gerald D. Hines
College of Architecture

Mitzi Karen Jimenez
Architecture
The Informality of Suburban Guadalajara: Making Use of Informal Suburban Spaces
Thesis Director: William Truitt

Denitza Petio Dramkin
Psychology
Parental Influences on Disambiguation: Examining Book Reading and Eye-Tracking Data
Thesis Director: Dr. Hanako Yoshida

C.T. Bauer
College of Business

Mohammad U. Aijaz
Accounting
Does Teaching Effect the Accounting Profession?
Thesis Director: Dr. Michael Newman

Corinne R. Green
Psychology
Accelerated Program Choice as a Function of Undermotivation in Gifted Students
Thesis Director: Dr. Richard Olenchak

Cullen College of Engineering

Zuan-Fu Lim
Biomedical Engineering
High-Throughput Single-Cell Assay to Screen Antibodies Against Cell Surface Antigen
Thesis Director: Dr. Navin Varadarajan

Michael Gene Lenmark
Sociology
Constructions of Masculinity in Male Survivors of Sexual Assault
Thesis Director: Dr. Samantha Kwan

Lindsay Nicole Little
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Material Selection for Vocabulary Instruction for a Child with Autism Spectrum Disorder
Thesis Director: Dr. Michelle Ivey

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Christina Elisabeth Bettencourt
English
Science as an Agent of Madness in English Language Literature
Thesis Director: Dr. David Mikics

Alexandra Isabel Naumann
English - Creative Writing
Feminist Form: Space, Time, and Perception in *To the Lighthouse*
Thesis Director: Dr. James Pipkin

Hugh A. Putman
English - Creative Writing
Youths’ Confrontation of Mortality in Nature
Thesis Director: Mat Johnson

Joshua B. Levine
Music
Jewish Sacred Music in Houston
Thesis Director: Dr. Howard Pollack
Nancy Claire Shenoi
Psychology/Biology
Iraq’s “Kurdish Problem” and U.S. Foreign Policy
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Irene Guenther

Edwin Enrique Villa
Political Science/Sociology
Are Sexual Gender Scripts Real, or Merely a Social Creation? Researching Heterosexual Interactions Between Men and Women at the Male Strip Club
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Sheila Katz

Sandra Wang
Psychology
Effects of Neighborhood Perception on Lipid Profile as Mediated by Physical Activity and Stress in Minority Women
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Daniel O'Connor

**College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics**

Daniel Duane Burton
Geology/Geophysics
Platinum group element and Re-Os isotope geochemistry of a paleo-subduction zone, Guatemala
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Virginia Sisson

Nancy Claire Shenoi
Biology/Psychology
Iraq’s “Kurdish Problem” and U.S. Foreign Policy
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Irene Guenther

**Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major**

Students who complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major with distinction, including 21 hours of honors courses; or by completing an Honors College minor; or by completing 21 hours of approved honors courses graduate with Collegiate Honors with Honors in Major. The thesis title follows each graduate’s name.

**College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences**

Austin Eldridge
Psychology
Bilingualism and Executive Control: The Influence of Immigration Status
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Arturo Hernandez

Adrienne Elyse Meyers
Photography/Digital Media
Hierophany: The Sacred Breaking Point
**Thesis Director:** Dr. David Jacobs

Kristen Rodgers
Psychology
Relationship of Thwarted Belongingness and Suicide in Adolescents
**Thesis Director:** Dr. John Vincent

**College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics**

Marisa Alexandra Simon
Biology
The Role of Maternal Embryonic Leucine-zipper Kinase in Triple-negative Breast Cancer
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Cecilia M. Williams
Membership in the Honors College with Honors in Major

Students who complete a senior honors thesis and fulfill the requirements of their major with distinction graduate with Membership in the Honors College with Honors in Major. The thesis title follows each graduate’s name.

**Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture**

Nicolas Herrera  
Architectural  
*Borrowed Landscapes*  
**Thesis Director:** William Truitt

Vy Mai  
Architectural  
*Hybridity Along the Edge*  
**Thesis Director:** William Truitt

Sheridan Adriana Staats  
Architectural  
*Water-Works: Revitalizing a Plumbing Infrastructure in Houston, Texas*  
**Thesis Director:** William Truitt

**College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences**

Robyn D. Douglas  
Psychology  
*Parental Gesture Usage and Language Comprehension in Children with High-Functioning Autism Spectrum Disorders*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Hanako Yoshida

Anne Friederike Kasmani  
Anthropology/German  
*From Yankees to Jicarillas - Karl May’s Villains in Literature and Film*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Hildegard Glass

Hyaneoung Olvera  
Psychology  
*Female Perpetrated Intimate Partner Violence, Romantic Attachment, and Physiological Reactivity in a Community Sample*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Julia Babcock

Gillian Reingold  
English  
*Travel Light: Poems Pictures Proofs*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Irving Rothman

Jennifer Spillars  
Communication Sciences and Disorders  
*Analyses of Voice Quality in Student Teachers of Music Education Utilizing ADSV Software*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Ashwini Joshi

Patrick Stockwell  
English  
*Houston Stories*  
**Thesis Director:** Dr. Aaron Reynolds
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College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
Camden Dale Kirkland
Chemistry
Method for Deposition of ErAs Nanostructures in MBE
Thesis Directors: Drs. Alex Ignatiev and Simon Bott

Andrea Meado
Geology
Mantle Melting Relationships Recorded by Godzilla Megamullion Abyssal Peridotite Trace Element Abundances
Thesis Directors: Drs. Wendy Nelson and Jonathan Snow

Stephen A. Potter
Geophysics/Geology
Melt Inclusion Analysis Of RBT 04262 with Relationship to Shergottites and Mars Surface Compositions
Thesis Director: Dr. Alan Brandon

Ghazal Rashidi
Biology
Dictyostelium Chemotaxis Response
Thesis Director: Dr. Elizabeth Ostrowski

Derek T. Scott
Geology
Characterization of the Central South Gabon Basin passive-margin fold and thrust belt from 2D seismic interpretation
Thesis Director: Dr. Paul Mann

Almagul Yesmagambetova
Geology
Geochemistry of Tertiary Volcanic Rocks from Trans-Pecos Texas
Thesis Director: Dr. John Casey

College of Technology
Dustin Thompson
Mechanical Engineering Technology
The Design and Optimization of Marine Riser Tapered Stress Joints: An Automated Approach
Thesis Director: Dr. Raresh Pascali

University Honors
Students who complete The Honors College curriculum (36 hours) graduate with University Honors.

Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture
Jonathan Samuel Lampson
Interior Architecture
Niloufar Nazarian
Architecture/Environmental Design
Edgar A. Rivera
Architecture

C. T. Bauer College of Business
Priscilla Garay Aceves
Management
Rabia Tasneem Aijaz
Management Information Systems
Jacqueline Y. Alvarez
Management Information Systems
Marc A. Benitez
Supply Chain Management
The Honors College
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Karla Quetzalli Perez Ramirez
Marketing

Myle Phan
Accounting

Kyle Ross Pilgrim
Accounting

Raquel E. Ramos
Accounting/Management

Kaitlyn Redmond
Supply Chain Management

Chelsea Marie Rouen
Accounting

Noha Sahnoune
Accounting

Will H. Salbert
Accounting/Finance

Richard A. Salinas
Supply Chain Management

Manahil Hanif Samana
Accounting

Rachel Ann Stonestreet
Management

Yara D. Suki
Management/Marketing

Roger T. Sun
Management Information Systems

Ruth Belay Tadesse
Supply Chain Management

Susan Ngo Tran
Accounting/Entrepreneurship

Eugenia I. Turc
Accounting

Salisha Sulaiman Virani
Management

Bjorn Raynor Von Sehrwald
Accounting

Dylan Jonathan Webb
Management Information Systems

Audrye Alexandra Williams
Entrepreneurship

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Mercedes Celia Anderson
Human Development and Family Studies

CULLEN COLLEGE
OF ENGINEERING

Paul Abraham
Chemical Engineering

Bashira Ali
Computer Engineering

Razin Arab
Chemical Engineering

Seyed Arshan Arshad
Biomedical Engineering

Blake Thomas Broussard
Chemical Engineering

Joseph Tyler Campbell
Mechanical Engineering

Rensol H. Cheng
Petroleum Engineering

Seif Elfeky
Petroleum Engineering

Fergyl Estioco
Electrical Engineering

Sheila Lizeth Galindo
Mechanical Engineering

James Aaron Grigsby
Biomedical Engineering

Wamiq Iftikhar
Chemical Engineering
Tessy M. Lal
Biomedical Engineering

Sana Mateen
Chemical Engineering

Mohammad A. Moiz
Petroleum Engineering

Adam A Nunez
Computer Engineering

Suneil Tandon
Biomedical Engineering

Michelle Xie
Chemical Engineering

Zulma Galenia Albanez
Liberal Studies/Political Science

Danny Ray Alexander II
Economics

Sara Balabanlilar
English

Mariah Olivia Berry
Political Science

Travis Bertram-Poor
Political Science

Niraj Rajiv Bhavsar
Hotel and Restaurant Management

Kadie L. Fields
Hotel and Restaurant Management

Eugenia Vanessa Gonzalez
Hotel and Restaurant Management

Clara Snelson
Hotel and Restaurant Management

Ashlyn Nicole Templeton
Hotel and Restaurant Management

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT

Marim G. Abdelmalak
Political Science

Sarah Aimadeddine
Economics/Political Science

Lucas M. Aisenberg
Political Science

Nicholas James Fox
Political Science

Catherine Gal Gode
Applied Music/Music
Alice L. Gray
Anthropology

Zenhessi Y. Guerra
Psychology

Jessica Elaine Guillory
Psychology

Abigail Kathleen Hagan
Communications - Media Production

Corey Helfand
Psychology

Jordan Allen Hofbauer
Economics

Mary Katherine Hunter
Music Education

Disha Jain
Psychology

Sarah Sami Jaroudi
Human Nutrition and Foods

John F. Kramer
Anthropology

Erika Lanaz Lai
English

Michelle Lam
Graphic Design

Breanna Christine Larsen
Health Communications

Nam-My Phu Le
Economics/Accounting

Dania Mahmoud
English - Creative Writing

Alishpa Masood
Psychology

Michiko Kaitlin McMahon
Political Science

Juan Eduardo Medina
Economics

Sarah Noel Merritt
Political Science/Sociology

Marisol Muñoz-Cantu
Communications - Media Production/Psychology

Zachary Walker Musick
Applied Music

Alexandra Xuan-Truc Ngo
Psychology/Biology

Nam Dang Quoc Nguyen
Political Science/Psychology

Thu-Mai Nguyen
Kinesiology - Exercise Science

Alicia Mae Nichols
Psychology

Eleanor Lane Pardee
Communications - Journalism

Devanshi J. Patel
Psychology

Vu Huong Pham
Human Nutrition and Foods

Alejandra Garcia Quintanilla
Art History/History

Hannah Elise Ralston
Communications - Media Production

Syed Ammar Raza
Philosophy

Laura Annie Record
Kinesiology

Samuel W. Redus
Economics

Justin Rigdon
History

Jessica Lynn Robertson
Corporate Communications
William M. Seidensticker  
History

Jonathan Jackson Sherer  
History

Seyed M. Tabatabai  
Economics

Steven Vaca  
History/Political Science

Jessica Marie Vega  
Psychology

James M. Wang  
History

David Randolph Zinsitz  
Liberal Studies

Aubrey Lynn Adams  
Mathematics

Anjay Vijendra Ajodha  
Computer Science

Mohammed Rakibul Akter  
Biology

Ammaar Azeem  
Biology

Parsa Patrick Baktash  
Biology

Hasan A. Battla  
Biology

Milhko José Martín Bravo II  
Biology/Liberal Studies

Meagan Violet Chladny  
Biology

Ceferino Mollasgo Cruz  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

MacKenzie Ryan Daniels  
Mathematics

Austin Chase Disney  
Mathematics

Nadia S. El-Hamdi  
Chemistry

Sara Omar Elchehabi  
Biology/Biotechnology

Ali M. Farooqui  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Gabriel N. Gaskin-Cole  
Biology

Rami George Ghanayem  
Biology

Sara Hajjar  
Biology

Caroline Elizabeth Hodges  
Biology

Merlin Ann Jacob  
Biology

Abdur Rafio Jamal  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Deepam S. Joseph  
Biology

Noah John Kessler  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences/Computer Science

Dustin Keith Knight  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Christopher M. Krivik  
Computer Science

Kurt Lucas Laymon  
Computer Science

Nhon Thanh Le  
Biology

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics
The Honors College
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Zainab Fatma Mabizari
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Janaye Morgan Maggart
Computer Science

Davinder Mand
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Taylor Dwain Martin
Biology

Max McColloster
Biology

Ahmed A. Minhas
Biology

John Stephen Montgomery
Computer Science

Michael Ray Newman
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Alexandra Xuan-Truc Ngo
Biology/Psychology

Sina Rezaei
Biology

Zachary Alan Smith
Mathematics

Matthew T. Styksal
Biology

Wade Tao
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Abbas S. Zaidi
Biology

Ibrahim Zaid Zanayed
Biology

Issa Zaid Zanayed
Biology

College of Technology

Jillian N. Boecker
Construction Management

Sara Omar Elchehabi
Biotechnology/Biology

Collegiate Honors

Students graduate with Collegiate Honors either by fulfilling the requirements for the honors program in the college of their major, including 21 hours of honors courses; or by completing an Honors College minor; or by completing 21 hours of approved honors courses.

Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture

Gabriela Soto Salinas
Architecture

Raquel Marie Hiller
Teaching and Learning

Katrina W. Luu
Health

Cody D. Mitchell
Human Development and Family Studies

Nick M. Naughton
Health

College of Education

Hui-Ling Chang
Health
Sarah Christine Swanson  
Health

**CONRAD N. HILTON COLLEGE OF HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT**

Katie Proctor  
Hotel and Restaurant Management

**COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SOCIAL STUDIES**

Sarah Humayun Ali  
Psychology/Biology

Dana Ashley Ayson Balmaceda  
Communications - Public Relations

Haley N. Boyd  
Communication Sciences and Disorders

Rocio Del Bosque  
Kinesiology - Exercise Science

James L. Dillard II  
Liberal Studies

Aeriel M. Eichenberger  
Communications - Media Production

Dana Haffar  
Health Communication

Andrea R. Hearon  
Political Science

Alyssa Colleen Holmes  
English

Boblawende Jean Kabore  
Economics

Lucas Cavalcante Lopes  
Economics

Bonita Stefana McBride  
Philosophy

Christina R. Nemry  
Communications - Public Relations

Zoha M. Noor  
English

David Paul Olmos  
Political Science

John Patterson  
Anthropology

Kalie D. Pettit  
Communications - Advertising

Laura E. Prejean  
Economics

Fizza Raza  
Liberal Studies/Political Science

Melvin D. R. Rodriguez  
Political Science

Ricardo Romero  
Psychology

Verle Taylor Rusk  
History

Alexandria Hope Smith  
English

Shelley Paige Temple  
Kinesiology and Exercise Science

Shannon Michelle Terry  
Political Science

Rachel Katherine Walrath  
Music

Roberta Francesca Warmuth  
Anthropology

Caleb Agnor Wild  
Political Science
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS

Aya Alajrash  
Biology

Sarah Humayun Ali  
Biology/Psychology

Alexis Monique Escano Canlas  
Biology

Phuong Thanh Dinh  
Mathematics

Dylan Samuel Domel-White  
Mathematics

John Wayne Hite  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Sudad Imad Kazzaz  
Philosophy

Kamil Ildarovich Khanipov  
Biology

Ton La, Jr.  
Biology

Emily Dyanne Laird  
Biology

Zoe Catherine Lipowski  
Environmental Sciences

John Martinez, Jr.  
Mathematical Biology

Sahar Naqvi  
Mathematical Biology

Tran Tuy Nha Nguyen  
Biology

Devin M. Perry  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Angela Patricia Salemi Milanes  
Biology

Abdeali Malek Shujauddin  
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences

Yumna Siddiqui  
Biology

Khadeeja Tarique  
Biology

Elizabeth Pham Tran  
Biochemical and Biophysical Science

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Husein M. Lokhandwala  
Digital Media

Membership in the Honors College

Students who affiliate with The Honors College and complete fewer than 21 hours of honors courses graduate with Membership in The Honors College.

C.T. BAUER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Valeria P. Bernadac Diez  
Entrepreneurship/Management

Alexander K. Nguyen  
Marketing

Mary Elizabeth Peek  
Management

Varun Potluri  
Management/Biology
The Honors College
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Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management

Elizabeth Anne Russell
Hotel and Restaurant Management

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences

Jesus Adrian Calvillo
English

Benjamin David Herndon
History

Sara A. Lalani
Psychology/Biology

Kylie E. Pieper
Human Nutrition and Foods

Adam R. Polk
Music

Marlena N. Quintavalle
Communications - Advertising

Lindsey Renee Schultz
Political Science

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Muhammed Ashar Zaheer Afaq
Biochemical and Biophysical Sciences/Human Nutrition and Foods

Bassem T. Elghetany
Computer Science

Sara A. Lalani
Biology/Psychology

Khusboo V. Pal
Biology

Varun Potluri
Biology/Management

College of Technology

Dustin J. Fuerst
Technology Leadership and Supervision